Come explore how you can easily publish audio or video podcasts for your students, or to people anywhere in the world! Podcasting (and the video version, called vodcasting) is a very popular option for making content available to students to access from their smartphones, tablets and computer. Learn how to offer weekly lectures and commentary to your students for consumption outside of the classroom. Find out how you can create and publish your audio and video presentations directly to Nexus.

Lecture capture content provides students with the flexibility to review course content when it fits into their schedule, the opportunity to revisit complex topics as many times as they need to fully understand the material, and the ability to better prepare for exams. Students can also engage in higher-level learning during class time if lectures and other foundational materials are available online.

Students appreciate the expanded learning opportunities lecture capture content offers and exemplify current IT trends in higher education. Research indicates most undergraduate students have come to expect access to course materials outside class time. In 2013, nearly 3 out of 4 students report being interested in more lecture capture activities (ECAR Study of Undergraduate Students and Information Technology, 2013).
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